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Abstract: In this paper we study the outage probability that is the complement of transmission success 
probability to be the probability of the SINR received by a typical receiver is more than a specified 
threshold  in wireless ad hoc networks. Even though calculating the exact outage probability is usually 
impossible but considering special distributions for node distributions in wireless networks and using 
the Laplace transform we calculate upper bounds on the outage probability that is very important in 
networking because from that and putting an outage constraint on outage probability we can easily 
drive the maximum density of successful transmissions and this shows how wireless networks are 
affected by outage probability. To model the outage probability we consider a large wireless ad hoc 
networks that its node are distributed in plan according to a point process and assume that  our 
interference to be a product of path-loss attenuation and a fading coefficient then compute the derived 
results  for special rvs. Using the  results for outage probability we can have bounds on TC that 
recently is known as the most important factor in the study of wireless ad hoc networks. 
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INTRODUCTION 

 
 The study of outage probability is nowadays a very interesting topic in the study of wireless networks. The 
study of such networks is a very active area of research because there are many questions that should be 
answered (Kingman, J.F.C., 1993). Study of this networks needs to consider a lot of factors that makes it very 
difficult to study them completely  so in all researches in this area some parameters are ignored but there are 
some parameters that can not be ignored because of their importance. Outage probability is one of them. Some 
other factors like interference and transmission capacity are closely related to the outage probability and the 
outage probability itself depends on the channel characteristics like scheduling and power consumption. Finding 
the outage probability or even bounds  for it leads us to the bounds of optimal contention density of nodes that 
contend for the channel subject  to a constraint on the typical outage probability and from that TC is defined as 
the area spectral efficiency of successful transmission resulting from the optimal contention density (Stoyan, D., 
1995). This definition from resulting from outage probability is a very useful metric for study on wireless ad hoc 
networks. The performance of wireless ad hoc networks critically depends on signal to interference levels at the 
receiver that is the ratio of the received signal power of intended receiver to the total interference and when this 
SINR is below a acceptable threshold we say that outage happens so the outage happens when that the 
interference is more than a reasonable value. Maybe interference is the main performance limiting factor in most 
wireless networks and the definitions of outage and success probability and SINR are based on it so to 
characterize the outage probability statistics first we have to characterize the interference. To do this two main 
determinants of interference , network geometry that is spatial distribution of transmitting nodes  and the path 
loss law that is the signal attenuation with distance must be studied. Interference in fact is the sum of random 
variables that are mostly identically and independently distributed and for some certain class of distributions and 
attenuation laws closed form of interference and  SIR are available which determine the network performance 
(Weber, S., 2005). The spectrum of wireless is not frequent so it is not possible in large wireless networks to 
separate concurrent transmissions completely in frequency some transmissions will necessarily occur at the 
same time in the same frequency band separated only in space and signals from many undesired or interfering 
transmitters are added to desired transmitters signal at a receiver. The number of these undesired interfering 
transmitters in a unit area is called the contention density, on the other word if suppose that all transmitting 
nodes at the same time form a Poisson point process then this density is in fact the density of our process. The 
results derived for OP, TC  are according to this density show when the interference is such negative that the 
SIR is below the threshold. Obtaining the outage probability in closed form, using the distribution of 
interference is not always possible but bounds on the CDF of interference distribution can be obtained which 
leads us to the bound of outage probability. Using the Laplace transform, the outage probability can be 
calculated in closed form for an exponential family of distribution including Rayligh fading and Nakagami. The 
main studies are in Poisson networks because the two main reasons for analytical tractability of a Poisson point 
processes are its easy palm characterization due to Slyvniaks theorem and knowledge of its probability 
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generating functional and Laplace transform (Haenggi, M. and R.K. Ganti, 2008). In almost all studies in 
wireless networks, path loss coefficient are used but in our study we use a rarely used path-loss multiplied by a 
fading coefficient then we calculate the Laplace transform of SIR and upper bounds on outage probability. 
 
System Model: 
 The study of wireless ad hoc networks is highly depends on Poisson point processes that by definition a 
homogeneous Poisson point process with intensity  in 2-dimentional plan is a random countable collection of 
points  such that every two disjoint subsets from the process are independent random 
variables and the number of point in any compact set A is a Poisson random variable with parameter . A 
large or maybe infinite wireless ad hoc network is a large number of nodes that are spread uncoordinatedly  in 
the two dimensional plan. Nodes are receiver and transmitters. in this network  each transmitter 
decidesindependently to transmit or not and does not coordinate with other transmitters in making transmission 
decision.  We look at the system in a time slot and assume that at this time slot the locations of transmitting 
nodes form a homogeneous Poisson point process with intensity . For simplicity we show the location of these 
transmitting nodes by  and from that the Poisson point process is  and we assume that the 
transmitting nodes are identically and independently distributed that is the reality of wireless ad hoc networks. 
So or assumptions are relaxed. Each transmitter is assumed to have an assigned receiver at a fix distance and the 
set of transmitters is disjoint from the set of receivers. Because the network is infinitely large and spatially 
homogeneous, the statistics of our PPP are unaffected by the addition of placed transmitters and receivers pairs 
and more importantly these pairs are typical in that the performance experienced at reference pair characterizes 
the nodes arrange performance in the network. Without loss of generality we place the reference  receiver at the 
origin and the reference transmitter located d meters away. The locations of other receivers are not important 
because the interference receivers performance only depends upon the positions of the transmitters. We initially 
assumed that all transmitters use the same transmission power and our channel model consist the path loss 
attenuation effect and fading coefficient. The usual path loss coefficient is  but we use the to avoid the 

singularity region  that is the weak point of the popular model so our model is  that  is the fading 

coefficient that can have different distribution and  is the path loss exponent. We evaluate the outage 
probability for the typical receiver at the origin that is known as the palm distribution [] in the plan. It follows by 
the Slivnyakstheorem[] that  this conditional distribution also correspond to a homogeneous Poisson point 
process with the same intensity and an additional point at the origin. Now shifting this entire point process so 
that the receiver associated with the typical transmitter of potential interferers is a homogeneous Poisson point 
process with the same intensity. 
 
Outage Probability: 
 The SIR received by a receiver placed at the origin in the two dimensional space is  

 
Where  is the desired signal power and  is the interference power that will be discussed in sequel. 
The transmission success probability is  

 
And its complement is the outage probability: 

 
Which is the same as cumulative distribution function of  the SIR. 
In more precise way defining the constant    to be the spectral efficiency of  the channel code employed by a 

transmitter –receiver pair in the network and the SIR threshold  so that . For an 

arbitrary transmitter-receiver pair with the receiver positioned at the origin then the outage probability is the 
probability the random spectral efficiency of the code our equivalently the probability that the random SIR at the 
receiver is below the threshold.                      
  The definition of outage probability is directly related to and . The received signal power  by the receiver at 
the origin depends on different parameters we consider it as the product of a fading coefficient  and the path-

loss attenuation to be .Interference  measured at a point  is: 
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In which  is the transmit power of transmitter  ,  the fading coefficient and the path-loss function 
assumed to depends only on the distance  from the nod  to point . It is always assumed that  is the 
origin.  In our model we assume that all transmitters have the same transmission power so we put  and 

 
And  is path loss exponent, so we characterize the total interference power at the origin by: 

 

 
In which  is the distance from the origin to interfering node .                                                   
 We assume that all fading coefficients are independent and identically distributed so we have: 

 

 

 

 
We used the notation  for simplicity.                                                                     
     We note that outage probability is a continuous monotone increasing function in  and onto [0,1] in fact 

. 
 So by solving the equation  

 
In  we can find the spatial intensity of our process and from that we derive TC as: 

 
 
Laplace Transform and Outage Probability: 
 In this section we derive the Laplace transform of total interference for a special case  and from that 
we calculate upper bounds on outage probability using the expectation an variance of the interference as the first 
and second derivations of Laplace transform at . One of the most interesting works using Laplace 
transform is []. We calculate the Laplace transform of interference in our model: 

 

 
Now by the substitution  

 

 
In above calculation and . 

Now we have: 

 
And from that: 
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And: 

 

 
So we have: 

 
And 

 
Above relations give us: 

 

 
Now using Markove inequality we have: 

 
So: 

 
Now solving the equation: 

 
Gives us a lower bound on . 
We solve the equation for some channel variations. 
The most applied channel variation is Exponential fading that  so: 

 
So: 

 

 

 
In above calculation we used the Taylors series of . 

In Rayligh fading  and: 

 
then: 

 
An easy comparison shows that Exponential lower is much tighter than Rayligh lower bounds. 
In Nakagami fading: 

 
In special case : 

 

 

 
In above we use the equality 
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and 

 
Now using the Chebyshev inequality: 

 

 

 
If we consider the lognormal shadowing: 

 
Now solving the equation: 

 
Considering the dominant term: 

 
Finally: 

 
Solving the above equation is generally difficult so we use the approximation 

 
And find the solution: 
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